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In the second week of May, Brazil's new Finance Minister Luis Carlos Bresser Pereira, confirmed
that if the 20%-plus inflation rate recorded for April continues, annual inflation could reach 748%.
According to the official economic research agency, the Fundacao Getulio Vargas (headquartered in
Rio de Janeiro), inflation last month exceeded 20% by eight-tenths of a percent. Current legislation
stipulates that when consumer price level inflation exceeds 20%, wages should be automatically
adjusted. Meanwhile, bank interest rates continue to spiral, in some cases reaching 800% on shortterm consumer loans. Bresser Pereira indicated that the major contributors to the April inflation
rate were a 240% increase in rent charges, and a 40% average price increase for pharmaceutical
products. Due to inflation of both automobile prices and consumer loan charges, automobile sales
dropped by 36% in the first four months of the year compared to the same period in 1986. Despite
sizeable growth of automotive exports from January through April, automobile production declined
21% relative to the first four months in 1986. Next, on May 7, the government implemented a 30%
increase in fuel prices. In the last nine months, prices for petroleum and alcohol derivatives have
risen 260%. Despite the price hikes, Petrobras the state oil conglomerate continues to operate in
the red, at the rate of 110 million cruzados (about $250,000) per day. According to Brazil's United
Workers Confederation (Confederacao Unida de Trabalhadores-CUT), from January through
March, 254 strikes took place, involving 1,869,545 workers. The number of workers participating in
strikes, says CUT, represented a 100% increase over the same period last year. Liberal and leftist
factions within the majority PMDB (Brazilian Democratic Movement Party) publicly criticize Bresser
Pereira for his stated policy of reducing the domestic economic growth target from 7% to 3.5%, and
for his "rapprochement" with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The 7% target pertained to
the minister's successor, Dilson Funaro. Bresser Pereira was selected by the PMDB leadership to fill
the post after Funaro's resignation, and installed after an embarrassing confrontation with President
Jose Sarney. (Basic data from PRENSA LATINA, Agence France Presse, 05/16/87-05/21/87)
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